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ABSTRACT

Mathematical discussions have become a popular educational strategy to promote math literacy. While some studies have associated math literacy with linguistic factors such as verbal ability and phonological skills, no studies have examined the relationship between linguistic synchrony and math literacy. In this study, we modeled linguistic synchrony and students’ math literacy from 20,776 online mathematical discussion threads between students and facilitators. We conducted Cross-Recurrence Quantification Analysis (CRQA) to calculate linguistic synchrony within each thread. The statistical testing result comparing CRQA indices between high and low math literacy groups shows that students with high math literacy have a significantly higher Recurrence Rate (RR), Number of Recurrence Lines (NRLINE), and the average Length of lines (L), but lower Determinism (DET) and normalized Entropy (rENTR). This result implies that students with high math literacy are more likely to share common words with facilitators, but they would paraphrase them. On the other hand, students with low math literacy tend to repeat the exact same phrases from the facilitators. The findings provide a better understanding of mathematical discussions and can potentially guide teachers in promoting effective mathematical discussions.
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1 INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND

Math literacy is an essential ability to apply math concepts and knowledge to solve real-world problems and communicate solutions with others [30]. One effective strategy to promote math literacy is through mathematical discussions [19, 35]. Engaging students in mathematical discussions allows them to explain their thinking processes, exchange possible solutions, and justify their reasoning [4].

Prior research has suggested a strong link between students’ math literacy and their linguistic skills [31, 40] because math literacy is not just about knowing numbers and symbols but also about understanding the meaning surrounding them and communicating with others using them [10]. A large body of research has focused on the discourse analysis of students’ dialogues in mathematical discussions, such as analyzing the complexity of the language in online question-and-answer math forums [9], modeling students’ math performance with text cohesion, lexical sophistication, and sentiment [11], and understanding cohesive cues from online math discussion boards [2].

Despite the aforementioned studies associating students’ math literacy with a series of linguistic factors, there is no research analyzing the relationship between linguistic synchrony and math literacy. Linguistic synchrony, also referred to as interactive alignment [15] or shared language use [3], is the degree to which two or more interlocutors reciprocally share linguistic properties, such as lexical choices in dialogue [6, 7, 32]. Linguistic synchrony is known to be correlated with better collaborative task performance [15, 28], common knowledge building [3], and learning gains [36, 37] because it represents the language convergence on a shared understanding [14].

In this study, we aimed to model linguistic synchrony along with students’ math literacy in mathematical discussions. Motivated by prior works that interlocutors tend to adapt to each other’s linguistic attributes [15, 36], we hypothesized that students with higher math literacy would show higher linguistic synchrony with others in mathematical discussions. We used 20,776 discussion threads from Math Nation1, a middle and high school online math

1https://www.mathnation.com/
We assessed the students’ math literacy based on their conversations in the discussions. To do this, we developed the initial coding scheme in a top-down way based on previous studies about math literacy, including three constructs: Knowledge and Content, Competency and Skills, and Application in the Real World [25, 27, 29, 33]. The math literacy level of each construct was categorized into high (1) and low (0). The description of the constructs and examples used as a rubric is in Table 1.

To assess students’ math literacy in each thread, we first manually coded a small dataset of 743 discussion threads. The following is the procedure of manual coding. First, two doctoral students categorized students’ math literacy into low and high based on the context of each discussion thread. We manually annotated 743 threads and then trained transformer-based models to automatically classify the remaining threads. Next, we measured the linguistic synchrony between students and facilitators within each discussion thread by carrying out Cross-Recurrence Quantification Analysis (CRQA) and generating recurrence plots. This study specifically addressed the following two research questions (RQs):

- RQ1. What are the characteristics of linguistic synchrony in mathematical discussions?
- RQ2. What is the relationship between linguistic synchrony and math literacy?

To answer RQ1, we reported the descriptive statistics of the five indices from CRQA analysis, including Recurrence Rate (RR), Determinism (DET), Number of Recurrence Lines (NRLINE), the average length of line structure (L), and normalized Entropy (rENTR). To answer RQ2, we applied the Mann-Whitney U test to compare CRQA indices between the high math literacy students and the low math literacy group. To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first attempt to investigate the relationship between linguistic synchrony and students’ math literacy in mathematical discussions. This study contributes to the current line of research to understand the dynamics of group discussions. Our discourse analysis of linguistic synchrony holds the potential to guide teachers in promoting effective mathematical discussions.

## 2 METHODS

### 2.1 Data and Context

We used the discussion data among students and facilitators from the question-and-answer board of Math Nation, an online math learning platform for middle and high school students. We used 20,776 threads that had more than three replies from the student who started the thread out of 316,352 threads from 2015-06-01 to 2022-03-01. In each thread, a student posts questions related to math problems, and facilitators scaffold them to solve the problems by replying to the posts. Note that there is only one “student” per thread, which is the person who starts a thread; all the other users who replied under the thread are considered as “facilitators”.
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subsection describes the text preprocessing steps and the CRQA indices.

2.3.1 Preprocessing. Before computing recurrence between a student and facilitators in each thread, we applied text preprocessing to the corpus. First, there might be multiple facilitators who replied to one post. These multiple consecutive posts from facilitators were joined as if they were a single post, considering that they all replied directly to the student (e.g., a thread containing five total posts \{S, F1, F2, S, F\} was combined as \{S, F, S, F\}; S denotes posts from the student, \textit{F}\textsuperscript{0} denotes posts from facilitators). Then, because the discussions often involve different forms of math formulas or equations (e.g., \(y = 2 + 3x\)), for the scope of this analysis, we treated these math formulas universally across the corpus and converted them to a unique word. Finally, we processed the corpus using standard text preprocessing techniques, including lowercasing, expanding contractions, removing punctuation and stopwords, stemming, and tokenization.

2.3.2 Cross-Recurrence Quantification Analysis (CRQA). CRQA is an extended family of Recurrence Quantification Analysis (RQA), a data analysis methodology that quantifies the repetition of data points within a time-series or numerical data [26]. CRQA investigates the repetition of two sequential data [20, 41]. In this context, the two sequential data sources are students’ and facilitators’ posts in the same thread.

The major outputs of CRQA are the recurrence plot and the CRQA indices. The cross-recurrence plot requires an equal length of posts from both parties (students and facilitators) to draw a square-shaped plot. However, in real-world discussions, the aggregated lengths of the posts from both parties may not be equal. To equalize the post length to produce the cross-recurrence plots we added artificial tokens to the shorter post between each pair of post exchanges (one student’s post and one facilitator’s post). We equalized the post length for pairs of posts because discussion posts are sequential, which means one post can only synchronize with the previous posts, not the following ones. The equalized word tokens were later converted to their corresponding numeric values. We adopted the \texttt{crqa} package in R [34] for our analysis.

CRQA indices include Recurrence Rate (RR), Determinism (DET), Number of Recurrence Lines (NRLINE), the average length of line structures (L), and normalized Entropy (rENTR). RR is the density of recurrence points in a recurrence plot [41]. In our context, RR is calculated as the number of repeated words divided by the product of the student’s and facilitators’ conversation lengths. Below is an example:

Student: What do similar polygons have the same number of?

Table 1: Math Literacy Evaluation Rubric and Examples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>High (1)</th>
<th>Low (0)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge and Content</td>
<td>Students show an understanding of math concepts and give correct answers.</td>
<td>Students show no or limited understanding of math concepts and give wrong answers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Box plots use an IQR while dot plots use standard deviation.&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;What is the quadratic formula? I don’t remember.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Triangles equal 180.&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;What does an equivalent equation mean?&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competency and Skills</td>
<td>Students show the ability to communicate using math terms and formulas.</td>
<td>Students show no or limited ability to communicate about math.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|                                  | 5x+14=3y-10 will turn into 5x+24=3y."                                     | "I am confused because the book from school says the equivalent equation and we learned using different words"
|                                  | "So, 10 to the 4 power is 10000."                                       |                                                                         |
| Application in the Real World    | Students connect math concepts to interpret the real-world phenomena.     | Students do not connect math concepts to the real-world.                  |
|                                  | "I got stuck because that went into a negative number"                    | N/A*                                                                    |
|                                  | -ber, which means they are paying you to buy their potato salad."         |                                                                         |

* We did not include examples of Application in the Real World (low) because any conversation that lacks evidence of this construct was coded as low.

Table 2: Math Literacy Automatic Classification Results. Bold texts indicate the best-performed model of a construct.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constructs</th>
<th>Knowledge and Content</th>
<th>Competency and Skills</th>
<th>Application in the Real World</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accuracy F1 AUC</td>
<td>Accuracy F1 AUC</td>
<td>Accuracy F1 AUC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT</td>
<td>0.91 0.91</td>
<td>0.78 0.70</td>
<td>0.69 0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LongFormer</td>
<td>0.93 0.93</td>
<td>0.85 0.79</td>
<td>0.78 0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF + raw text</td>
<td>0.89 0.89</td>
<td>0.75 0.53</td>
<td>0.55 0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF + NLP</td>
<td>0.91 0.91</td>
<td>0.76 0.57</td>
<td>0.58 0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM + raw text</td>
<td>0.90 0.90</td>
<td>0.73 0.45</td>
<td>0.52 0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM + NLP</td>
<td>0.91 0.91</td>
<td>0.74 0.47</td>
<td>0.52 0.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Facilitator: *If they are similar, they should have the same number of sides and angles.*

After pre-processing and length-equalization, the word tokens from the student are: ['similar', 'polygon', 'number', 'side']², and from the facilitator are: ['similar', 'number', 'side', 'angle']. Two words, 'similar' and 'number' are repeated among all possible word combinations (4×4)³. Thus, the RR is 12.5%.

DET is the percentage of recurrent points that makes diagonal lines [13]. In our context, DET is the percentage of the times that a student and facilitators use the same phrases out of all the recurrence points. NRLINE is the total number of lines in the recurrence plot [1]. High NRLINE implies more sequences of words overlapping in the conversation. L is the average length of the sequence of recurrence points [41]. High L indicates they share longer sequences of words. Lastly, ENTR is determined by the diversity of the diagonal line lengths in the recurrence plot [24]. High ENTR implies that the overlapping words or phrases used by the student and facilitators are of more variety of lengths. We used normalized Entropy (rENTR), normalized by the number of lines observed in the plot to make it easier to compare across different conditions [39].

### 2.4 Examining the Relationship between Math Literacy and Linguistic Synchrony

To examine the relationship between math literacy levels and linguistic synchrony between students and facilitators, we classified all threads into high literacy and low literacy (overall and each of the three constructs) and calculated CRQA indices of each thread. A student’s overall literacy score was summed across all three constructs in which a summed score of 0 and 1 were classified as low overall literacy, and 2 and 3 were classified as high overall literacy. We compared the difference of CRQA indices between high and low math literacy students using the Mann-Whitney U test. The Mann-Whitney U test does not assume the homogeneity of variance, which makes it suitable for the data used in this paper. To address the potential increase in false discoveries for multiple comparisons, we applied the Benjamini–Hochberg procedure [17] to adjust the statistical significance threshold.

### 3 RESULTS

#### 3.1 The Characteristics of Linguistic Synchrony in Mathematical Discussions

To characterize linguistic synchrony, we reported five commonly adopted CRQA indices: RR, DET, NRLINE, L, and rENTR. Table 3 shows the general characteristics of CRQA indices in our corpus. As shown in Table 3, the conversation length means the total number of words from both students’ and facilitators’ posts in a thread after text processing (e.g., removing stop words). The conversation length varies drastically and is right-skewed. RR is also right-skewed with a mean of 0.73 and mostly (70%) below 1. It is notable that DET and rENTR contain smaller sample sizes (N) compared to the other three indices because there are many missing values. This is because DET is calculated by dividing the number of recurrence points that construct diagonal lines by RR [41], and rENTR is calculated with Shannon entropy [22] based on the probability that a diagonal line has an exact length. Therefore, for threads that demonstrate 0 RR values or no diagonal lines, the results of DET and rENTR are null. NRLINE and L are related to the number of diagonal lines and their length. Since many conversations did not include diagonal lines (no sequence of overlapping words), both data are right-skewed.

### 3.2 The Relationship between Linguistic Synchrony and Students’ Math Literacy

Table 4 shows the results of the Mann-Whitney U test comparing the CRQA indices between high and low math literacy groups.

The Mann-Whitney U test results revealed that the high overall literacy group had significantly higher RR, NRLINE, and L (positive Z scores) and significantly lower DET and rENTR compared to the low overall literacy group (negative Z scores). We found the same pattern consistently to all three constructs of math literacy.

Fig. 1 presents examples of recurrence plots along with a part of excerpts of two discussions assessed to be high (Fig. 1(a)) and low (Fig. 1(b)) math literacy respectively. The dots in both figures represent recurrence points in which students and facilitators share the same words in their posts. The denser points in Fig. 1(a) indicate a higher Recurrence Rate (RR). The number of marked points constructing diagonal lines (NRLINE, example lines circled in red) in Fig. 1(a) is greater than that of Fig. 1(b). Both figures demonstrate similar levels of deterministic patterns, although DET indices reveal that Fig. 1(b) shows a bigger DET value than Fig. 1(a). In addition, both figures include about 2 to 3 points constructing each line (L), and have a similar variance in the number of points (rENTR).

### 4 DISCUSSION

This study investigated linguistic synchrony in mathematical discussions and its relationship with students’ math literacy. Next, we will discuss the results with regard to the two research questions.

#### 4.1 RQ1. What are the Characteristics of Linguistic Synchrony in Mathematical Discussions?

In the CRQA indices of our mathematical discussion data, the average RR was 0.73, meaning that in average conversations, students’ words would include less than 1% overlap with the facilitators’. Conversations with an RR value of higher than 10% were relatively short, with less than 10 words (after text processing) in the discussion thread (Mean conversation length = 5). Besides those cases, most of the conversations in our data showed low recurrence rates. The average DET was 36.39 with a high variance (std = 26.59). This was also a relatively low value compared to the previous study that presented DET ranging from 58 to 63 in the collaborative group projects conversations [16]. This indicated that speakers in mathematical discussions would be less likely to duplicate each other’s sequence of words. However, the high variance also suggested that this might be highly dependent on the characteristics of each thread.
4.2 RQ2. What is the Relationship between Linguistic Synchrony and Math Literacy?

The Mann-Whitney U test result revealed that high math literacy students show higher RR, NRLINE, and L while showing lower DET and rENTR. We found a consistent pattern in all math literacy constructs. The pattern suggested that these five CRQA indices could be useful to model linguistic synchrony and further be divided into the following three sub-groups to represent different sub-concepts of linguistic synchrony: (1) RR, NRLINE, and L could mean linguistic concurrence, which indicates the degree to which two interlocutors use the same words or phrases. (2) DET could correspond to predictability, which means the percentage of the overlapping sequence of words out of all the recurrence points. (3) rENTR indicates complexity, which refers to how complex the recurring patterns are (the variance of the recurrence lines).

First, the high math literacy student group showed higher 1) RR, 2) NRLINE, and 3) L. These three indices are closely related to the linguistic concurrence. Higher RR means that the student and the facilitators use the same words more often in the conversation. Higher NRLINE implies that they share more sequences of words in the discussion, while higher L indicates that they share longer lines of those words. Thus, we can conceptualize higher values of these three indices to suggest the higher linguistic concurrence. This could be because students with high math literacy might be more likely to use the standard math terms to communicate with others than low literacy students.

On the other hand, we found the high literacy group showed lower 1) DET and 2) rENTR. These two indices are related to predictability and complexity of the conversation. Conversations with low determinism are less predictable because it includes a less regular frequency of the same word sequences shared among speakers.
F: Yup! And when you multiply their ages you get 3192, then you do c(c+1) and set it equal to 3192.
S: Ohhhh interesting.
F: Do you understand now?
S: Yes, you would multiply because their ages have a product of 3192, right?

S: I THINK IT IS C ...
F: Yes, it is C ...
F: Because he is consuming 3 a minute there must be a multiple of three as well as a subtraction.
S: Oh lol. So, how’s your freshman year going?
S: and THANKS GUYS.

Figure 1: Recurrence plots for conversations of students (S) with facilitators (F) assessed to be of high (a) and low (b) math literacy.

CRQA indices for (a): RR= 1.22, DET= 27.13, NRLINE= 121, L= 2.16, rENTR= 0.43.
CRQA indices for (b): RR= 0.32, DET= 31.01, NRLINE= 23, L= 2.13, rENTR= 0.32.

That is, students with higher math literacy are less likely to keep repeating the exact same word sequences from the facilitators. This result aligns with the previous research about students’ writing that identified that high-quality writing had a lower DET than average-quality writing works [24], along with another study that revealed DET had a negative correlation with students’ holistic essay scores [1].

rENTR could represent complexity of the conversation. Conversations with low rENTR are less complex and rather more stable because the two interlocutors share more uniform lengths of diagonal lines. That is, students with high math literacy would use more uniform numbers of overlapping words rather than speaking varied lengths of words that overlap with the facilitators. For example, the overall high literacy group had an average line length (L) of 1.78, with a standard deviation of 0.93 and a maximum of 8.75. On the other hand, the overall low literacy group showed an average line length (L) of 0.85, with a bigger standard deviation of 1.14 and a maximum of 25. These indices imply situations like a student with high math literacy would only repeat certain terms that are composed of a few words (e.g., 1.78 words), while another student with low literacy would either repeat the whole sentence (e.g., 25 words) or neglect using necessary terms in the discussion. This result also aligns with a previous study in which rENTR was negatively correlated with the students’ writing quality [24].

Previous research also highlighted the importance of investigating the recurrence plots in context [24]. By examining the actual texts from the conversation of a high overall literacy group (Figure 1 (a)), we found that students and facilitators constantly talked about the math problems without going off-task and they shared some common math languages, such as “multiply” or “equation”. They also used many formulas to communicate. In addition, the student tended not to repeat the same phrases or sentences from facilitators; instead, they paraphrased them or switched symbols to words (e.g., “-” to “subtract”). In contrast, an inspection of actual text from the conversation of a low overall literacy group (Fig. 1 (b)) revealed that they often deviated from the math topic to random topics, such as school life. Also, the student wrote out the options in the multiple choice problem directly (e.g., “I think it is C”) rather than discussing their reasoning on how to solve the problem. This would have led this thread to show low RR and NRLINE.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The goals of this paper were to investigate the linguistic synchrony of mathematical discussions through CRQA indices and to discover if linguistic synchrony is related to students’ math literacy levels. The CRQA analysis revealed that the CRQA indices could indicate linguistic synchrony in three aspects: linguistic concurrence, predictability, and complexity. In addition, statistical testing of CRQA indices between high and low math literacy groups suggested that students with high math literacy showed higher linguistic concurrence (indicated by higher RR, NRLINE, and L), lower predictability (indicated by lower DET and lower complexity (indicated by rENTR) with facilitators in math discussions. This result implies that students with high math literacy are more likely to use the
overlapping words with facilitators, but they paraphrase or elaborate on these overlapping words, while students with low math literacy tend to repeat the exact same phrases or sentences from facilitators.

This study highlights several future directions. First, it is important to design and deploy a monitoring dashboard reflecting linguistic synchrony to guide teachers in understanding the dynamics of ongoing group discussions. For example, teachers can use the recurrence plots and CRQA indices to gauge how students share the standard language needed for effective communication. Second, more research needs to be done to investigate teaching strategies to promote linguistic synchrony and effective discussions. Last, to provide teachers with more insights into the discussions, further analysis is needed to examine how linguistic synchrony varies depending on whether students engage in math-related or off-task conversations such as social interactions.
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